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The use of automated CTA software to obtain an enumerated optimal (maximum-accuracy) classification tree analysis (EO-CTA) model is demonstrated and the resulting model is compared with a HO-CTA model developed using the same data.

The development of methodology for obtaining hierarchically optimal classification tree analysis (HO-CTA) models using either UniODA\(^1\) or MegaODA\(^2,4\) statistical software yielded models in numerous disciplines that were more accurate, parsimonious and theoretically apropos than complementary linear models developed using legacy general linear model and maximum-likelihood paradigms.\(^5\) However, manual construction of a maximum-accuracy HO-CTA model is a complex and an analysis-intensive enterprise.\(^5\) This requirement for rigorous computation motivated the development of automated statistical software capable of identifying HO-CTA models, as well as previously inconceivable enumerated optimal classification tree analysis (EO-CTA) models.\(^6\) Whereas HO-CTA models begin with the attribute yielding highest ESS in the root node or the tree model, EO-CTA models evaluate all combinations of attributes in the top three nodes of the tree model.\(^6\) Availability of this automated CTA software yielded models in numerous disciplines that were more accurate, parsimonious and theoretically apropos than corresponding linear models developed using legacy\(^7,31\) or HO-CTA\(^32,34\) methods. The present article demonstrates how to obtain an EO-CTA model with automated CTA software.\(^6\)

Context of the Exposition

As described in the exposition of the development of an HO-CTA model\(^5\), data for this exposition came from a study investigating factors increasing the likelihood of an ambivalent Emergency Department (ED) patient recommending the ED to others. The study was set in an urban 800 bed university-based level 1 Trauma center with annual census of 48,000 patients.\(^35\) One week post discharge, patients were mailed a survey assessing satisfaction with care received in the ED. The survey elicited ratings of the likelihood of recommending the ED to others, and satisfaction with aspects of administration, nurse, physician, laboratory, and care of family/friends. A total of 2,109 surveys with completed recommendation ratings were returned over a six-month period (17% return rate). Likelihood to recommend (“recom” in the UniODA code) was rated using a five-point Likert-type scale: scores of 3 (fair, N=239) indicate ambivalence; and scores of 4 (good, N=584) reflect likely to recommend.\(^63\) Analysis
thus included a total of 823 patients responding with recommendation ratings of 3 or 4.

As was done in the demonstration of the development of the HO-CTA model\(^6\), in this exposition only satisfaction ratings of aspects of care received from nurses were used as potential attributes: n1=cerocity; n2=took the patient’s problem seriously; n3=attention; n4=informed patient about treatment; n5=concern for privacy; and n6=technical skill. Satisfaction items were completed using five-point Likert-type scales: scores of 1=very poor satisfaction, 2=poor, 3=fair, 4=good and 5=very good satisfaction.

Data file requirements for CTA software are the same as for UniODA software, and are discussed elsewhere.\(^3\)\(^6\)

### Determining the Minimum \(N\) for CTA Model Endpoints

The first step in developing any CTA model is to determine \(a\ pri\text{or}\) the minimum appropriate sample size for any (every) endpoint in the model. Two issues that require consideration in this context include statistical power and cross-sample generalizability.\(^1\) As is detailed in exposition of HO-CTA analysis of the present data, consideration of statistical power and generalizability considerations determined that the minimum endpoint value in this application is 42 observations.\(^5\) In order to enter the EO-CTA model, the attribute with the highest ESS value must meet the criterion for experimentwise statistical significance, and must also have an endpoint with 42 or more observations.

### Obtaining the EO-CTA Model

The HO-CTA and EO-CTA models for this application were both generated using the following CTA\(^6\) code:

```
OPEN recom.dat;
OUTPUT recom.out;
VARS recom n1 to n6;
CLASS recom;
ATTR n1 to n6;
MISSING all (-9);
MC ITER 10000 CUTOFF .05 STOP 99.9;
PRUNE .05;
ENUMERATE;
MINDENOM 42;
GO;
```

Note that the commands used to operate CTA software are the same as the commands used to operate UniODA and MegaODA software, except for the Monte Carlo simulator and the three following commands.\(^5\) The Monte Carlo (MC) simulator is designed to stop when there is a confidence level of less than 99.9% that \(p<0.05\) has been obtained (UniODA and MegaODA have the same capability, but the MC command is parameterized in CTA to speed solution time—this is a less of an issue when conducting UniODA analysis). The PRUNE command specifies Sidak-based experimentwise pruning at the specified Type I error rate (\(p\)-value).\(^5\) The ENUMERATE command specifies that an enumerated CTA model is sought: eliminating this command obtains a HO-CTA model; expressing this command obtains both an HO-CTA model and an EO-CTA model.\(^5\) Here the identical HO-CTA model manually identified using UniODA\(^5\) was provided in the output of the present automated CTA analysis. The MINDENOM command specifies the minimum \(N\) allowed in every endpoint of the model.\(^5\) Automated CTA required 4 CPU seconds to conduct the HO-CTA analysis, and an additional 48 CPU seconds to conduct the EO-CTA analysis, when run on a 3 GHz Intel Pentium D microcomputer.

The HO-CTA model that was identified automatically using CTA software, and that was identified mechanically using either UniODA or MegaODA software, is presented as Figure 7 in Yarnold and Bryant\(^5\) (p. 45). Figure 1 presents the EO-CTA model identified presently using automated CTA software. Table 1 presents the
confusion table for this model applied to the data (note that the sample is reduced to N=748 due to missing data).

Figure 1: EO-CTA Model

As seen, when the model predicted a recommended likelihood score of 3, a total of 103 observations were misclassified; and when the model predicted a recommended likelihood score of 4, a total of 92 observations were misclassified. The sensitivity of this model for class category 3 is 123 / (123 + 92) = 0.572, and the sensitivity of this model for class category 4 is 430 / (430 + 103) = 0.807. The mean sensitivity is thus 0.690, and ESS = [(0.690 – 0.5) / 0.5] x 100% = 37.9.

Developed using this EO-CTA model, Table 2 presents a staging table for predicting the likelihood of a patient recommending the ED to others. Stage is an ordinal index of the likelihood of the patient recommending the ED to others; \( p_{\text{recom}} \) is a more granular ordered index of the likelihood of the patient recommending the ED to others.

Table 2: Staging Table for Predicting Likelihood of Recommending ED to Others

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Informed About Treatment</th>
<th>Concern for Patient Privacy</th>
<th>Attention Paid To Patient</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>( p_{\text{recom}} )</th>
<th>Odds</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>( \leq 3 )</td>
<td>( &gt; 3 )</td>
<td>( \leq 3 )</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>.404</td>
<td>2:3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>( \leq 3 )</td>
<td>( \leq 3 )</td>
<td>( \leq 3 )</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>.586</td>
<td>3:2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>( &gt; 3 )</td>
<td>( \leq 3 )</td>
<td>( &gt; 3 )</td>
<td>472</td>
<td>.822</td>
<td>9:2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>( \leq 3 )</td>
<td>( &gt; 3 )</td>
<td>( &gt; 3 )</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>.840</td>
<td>5:1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: \( p_{\text{recom}} \) = likelihood of recommending ED to others, and Odds = odds of recommending ED to others.

The attribute importance in discrimination (AID) statistic is conceptually similar to the \( R^2 \) statistic in regression analysis: both statistics indicate the importance of every attribute in the model with respect to predicting the value of the class variable. The most important attribute is the root node—nurse informed patient about treatment: this attribute was used in predicting class category status of all observations (AID= 100%). The second-most-important attribute was concern for patient privacy, which was in-
instrumental in classification of \((174 + 52 + 50) / 748 = 36.9\%\) of the observations. Least important was attention paid to patient: \((52 + 50) / 748 = 13.6\%\) of observations.

When considered from a redundancy perspective stages 3 and 4 of this EO-CTA model clearly predict approximately the same proportion of patients likely to recommend the ED to others—albeit for different reasons. However, the concept of redundancy primarily applies to models identifying multiple strata for a single attribute.\(^{37}\)

The most important substantive revelation of this EO-CTA model is the importance of the nurse keeping the patient informed about treatment: for \(472 / 748 = 63.1\%\) of the sample, 4 of 5 patients rating this attribute as good or very good were likely to recommend the ED to others. And, for the remaining 36.9\% of the sample rating this attribute as fair or worse, \((42 + 21) / 102 = 62\%\) of the patients were likely to recommend the ED to others if the nurse’s concern for their privacy was rated as good or very good. These are actionable behaviors that should be emphasized in an effort to maximize positive patient recommendations of the ED.

It is informative to consider the similarities and differences between the three-attribute EO-CTA model constructed in the present analysis (ESS = 37.9; see Figure 1) and the two-attribute HO-CTA model constructed in the earlier analysis\(^5\) (ESS = 35.4; see Figure 2). With respect to similarities between the two types of models, the EO-CTA and HO-CTA models include two of the same attributes—namely, concern for patient privacy, and attention paid to patient—each of which has the same optimal cut-point (i.e., 3) in both models. In addition, values \(> 3\) for both attributes produce nearly identical predictive values for the deepest right-hand endpoint in both models (84.0\% for the EO-CTA model vs. 83.5\% for the HO-CTA model), although this combination of higher values of the two attributes involves very different sample sizes in the two models (i.e., 42/50 in the EO-CTA model vs. 359/430 in the HO-CTA model; or a sample size roughly 8.5 times greater in the HO-CTA model).

Figure 2: Final Pruned Maximum-Accuracy HO-CTA Model\(^5\)

With respect to differences between the two types of models, although the EO-CTA and HO-CTA models include two of the same attributes, these two attributes appear in opposite order in the two models—in the EO-CTA model, concern for patient privacy enters before attention paid to patient, whereas in the HO-CTA model, attention paid to patient enters before concern for patient privacy. Furthermore, in the EO-CTA model, this combination of concern for patient privacy and attention paid to patient is relevant only for patients who were relatively dissatisfied with how well informed they were about their treatment; whereas in the HO-CTA model, this same two-attribute combination (albeit in opposite order of entry) constitutes the full tree model. Thus, for this particular set of attributes, the EO-CTA model qualifies the HO-CTA model by clarifying that the interaction of nurse attention and nurse concern for privacy in predicting likelihood of recommend-
ing the ED to others is most applicable to patients who are less satisfied with the degree to which the nurse kept them informed about their treatment.

It is also instructive to compare the initial (root) nodes of the EO-CTA and HO-CTA models. The first attribute to enter in the EO-CTA model at the root node is patient kept informed about treatment, which predicts a likelihood-of-recommending rating of 4 with 82.2% accuracy. In contrast, the first attribute to enter the HO-CTA model at the root node is nurse attention paid to patient, which predicts a likelihood-of-recommending rating of 4 with 81.5% accuracy. Given that the HO-CTA model always begins with the single strongest predictor at the initial (root) node, one might think that the attribute of patient kept informed would enter the initial (root) node of both the EO-CTA and HO-CTA models.

However, it is not an attribute’s predictive accuracy for one or the other levels of the dichotomous class variable, but rather its overall ESS, that determines its entry in the initial (root) node of the HO-CTA model. Computing ESS for the UniODA model using the attribute of patient kept informed about treatment to predict patients’ likelihood-of-recommending rating, we find that ESS=29.7. And computing ESS for the UniODA model using the attribute of nurse attention paid to patient to predict patients’ likelihood-of-recommending rating, we find that ESS=35.1. Thus, the attribute of nurse attention paid to patient entered the initial (root) node of the HO-CTA model because it has the highest overall ESS of all the attributes in the analysis.

However, in the EO-CTA model, all possible permutations of the attributes being analyzed are enumerated for the first three levels of the model, to find the combination of attributes that maximizes overall classification accuracy for the entire model as a whole. In the present case, entering patient kept informed about treatment at the initial (root) node produced the particular three-attribute combination of predictors that optimizes overall classification accuracy for the integrated model.
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